The Urban Operations Platoon Kit (UOPK) provides specialized tools and equipment to enable combat engineers to train and to support combined arms urban operations, and when necessary, to conduct unaided building clearance operations in urbanized terrain. Components include hand-held explosive detector, hand-held gas detector, ventilating fan, remote viewing instrument module, cut-off saw, rescue tool, tactical cutting torch, and tactical welder.

Currently, deploying units purchase selected items from several commercial suppliers without a comprehensive shopping list and utilize scarce operational dollars without getting any training. The Urban Operations Platoon Kit addresses these issues with a full complement of the necessary tools for training and operations in an urban environment.
The Urban Operations Squad Set (UOSS) is designed for a squad of soldiers to deploy rapidly in an urban environment. Components include a battle ax, thermal camera, grapnel trip wire and hook, tactical ladder, infrared marker, rappelling kit, and a tactical breaching set.

Currently, deploying units purchase selected items from several commercial suppliers without a comprehensive shopping list and utilize scarce operational dollars without getting any training. The Urban Operations Squad Set addresses these issues with a full complement of the necessary tools for training and operations in an urban environment.

https://pmskot.army.mil
Toll Free: 1.877.4.PMSKOT  (1.877.476.7568)
DSN: 273-3667   CM: 586-239-3667

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
SPECIAL TOOLS

HEMTT M983A2 LET Hydraulic Test Set
Contract: DAAE20-03-D-0089

HMMWV Special Tools Kit
NSN 5180-01-387-5455
Contract: DDAE20-03-D-0089

Vehicle Mounted Mine Detection Kit (VMMD)
Contract: DAAE20-03-D-0089

KIT HEMTT-A4
Contract: DAAE20-03-D-0089

Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
STANDARD AUTOMOTIVE TOOL SET
STURDY & MOBILE

Sturdy & Mobile Core Module

- Core Sats In Sturdy & Mobile
  NSN 4910-01-531-2053
  GSA Part # KIT KTC S6000
- Mod 1 In Sturdy & Mobile
  NSN 4910-01-531-1673
  GSA Part # KIT KTC S6001
- Mod 2 In Sturdy & Mobile
  NSN 4910-01-531-1674
  GSA Part # KIT KTC S6002

Sturdy & Mobile Includes 1:
Pro-HD Heavy-Duty Rolling Charger
NSN: 6130-01-500-3401 / Part No: 746X800

Sturdy & Mobile Core Module w/ Mod 1

- Light Weight & Mobile
- Aluminum Construction
- 3” Locking Casters
- Powder Coated Finish For Durability
- Replaces Old #1 Common & Supplements

Sturdy & Mobile Core Module w/ Mod 1 & 2

- 6’ Roll Around Work Bench With Bench Grinder & Vise Mounting Points, 3” Lockable Casters
- Tire Tool Kit
- Removable Rolling Platform
- Tool Locator & Inventory Guide

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
Standard Automotive Tool Set (SATS)

NSN: 4910-01-490-6453

Combines:
- Common 1 4910-95-A74, W32953;
- Core Supplemental 4910-95-A75, W32867;
- Common 2 4910-95-A72, W32730;
- Mod 1 - Heavy DS Set 4910-95-31, T24660;
- Mod 2 - Heavy DS Set Supplemental 4910-95-A62, T25619

- Lightweight (14,030lbs), self contained, modular, industrial quality tool system
- Capable of being mounted on the MKT trailer, PLS Flatrack, HEMMT LHS & the entire family of FMTV vehicles
- Enhanced accountability & rapid inventory, an individual tool can be located in less than 45 seconds
- Entire system can be inventoried in less than 1 hour
- Contains over 1890 individual tools

Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
IAARTS
Individual Aircraft Armament Repairman Tool Set
NSN 5180-01-516-0223

This tool set provides the necessary components to repair and maintain the aircraft armament systems currently in the army inventory. The tool set is intended for use by MOS 15J, 15X, and 15Y. The Individual Aircraft Armament Repairman Tool Set is specifically designed to maintain and repair aircraft armament. This mission may include repair and maintenance of weapon systems utilized by rotary wing aircraft such as the Blackhawk, Apache and Kiowa helicopters. The kit consists of a tool chest with a hinged lid and four drawers with foam cutouts for each tool with removable drawers.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
This tool set provides the necessary components to repair and maintain the aircraft armament systems and support the equipment currently in the Army inventory. The tool set is intended for use by the MOS 15J, 15X and 15Y repairman.

The Aircraft Armament Repair, Team Tool Set (TAARTS) is specifically organized to provide the aviation armament repairman the tools needed to repair aircraft armament. TAARTS will provide maintainer type tools designed to supplement the Aircraft Armament Repair, Individual Tool Set. The general design and layout of the tool set has been specified to the degree that is required to assure that the set serves the daily lifestyle and work needs of the repair teams. The mission may include repair and maintenance of the weapon systems utilized by rotary wing aircraft such as the Blackhawk, Apache and Kiowa helicopters. None-the-less, the set is simple but organized in a way to support the needs of the users. The set consists of a tool chest with a hinged lid and a set of various maintainer type hand tools contained in various removable trays in specific foam cutouts.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
Carpenter’s Tool Kit
KIT CTK | 5180-01-516-1429

The Carpenter’s Tool Kit (KIT CTK) is designed with the necessary components used by military construction carpenters to get the job done. Rapid Inventory foam provides accountability of industrial grade tools. Kit includes: Multi-Saw and Drill, Pneumatic Nailer and Compressor and Table Saw and Router Tool Kits.

Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
The Artillery & Turret Tool Kit (ATTK) provides the necessary components to repair and maintain artillery and turret hardware. The ATTK is specifically engineered to supply the tools required for use by troops, depots, and supply organizations in the military. The ATTK consists of a portable, weather-proof toolbox and a variety of hand tools. The tools are organized in high density, rapid inventory foam providing increased protection and more accountability. All components included in the ATTK are high quality industrial grade tools.

Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.
General Purpose Survey Kit
KIT GPSS | 6675-00-641-3639

The General Purpose Survey Tool Kit (KIT GPSS) is designed with the necessary components used by military surveyors to get the job done. Rapid Inventory foam provides accountability of industrial grade tools. Kit includes: Portable Office, Laser Survey Box, Hand Tools, Stake Box and Survey Accessories Tool Kits.

Kipper Tool is a proud partner of PM-SKOT and the United States Army. We are consistently designing and maintaining critical tool systems to support the Army’s mission and modernize the Army’s capability.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.